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Will Smith Proves He's Still Got Insane Rapping Skills

Mashable

It's been a while since Will Smith bust out his rapping chops, but he proved on Monday that he's still as skilled as he
was in his Fresh Prince days
When Smith appeared on the Late Show with David Lettermanstage for his interview, the band responded with his
1992 hit "Summertime." Smith didn't hesitate to join in, launching into the full rap and eventually making his way to
the mic to finish the verse
SEE ALSO: Fall in Love With John Krasinski Lip Syncing to Katy Perry
Smith abandoned his music career more than a decade ago for acting in blockbuster films like Hitch, and Men in
Black. He stars in the the upcoming film After Earth, along with son Jaden, but his late night music interlude proves
Smith should consider a music comeback — maybe even rapping on one of Jaden's new tracks. Read more...
More about Viral Videos, Celebrities, David Letterman, Tv, and Watercooler
Deadly Oklahoma Tornado as Seen From Space

Mashable

A supercell thunderstorm spawned a deadly F-4 tornado that ripped through Oklahoma City and its suburbs
on Monday, and NASA satellites tracked and beamed images of the storm.
As the storm plowed through the city, it left a devastated trail two miles wide and 17 miles long. At
publication time, there were 24 confirmed deaths and more than 230 injuries. The images below are from
various NASA satellites, which followed the storm from its strike point near Newcastle, Okla., to the hardesthit town of Moore, Okla.
SEE ALSO: How to Help Victims of the Oklahoma Tornados
NASA's Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) instrument captured this first image on May 20,
2013, at 2:40 p.m. CDT, as the tornado roared along its path through Moore, Okla. MODIS is aboard one of the Earth
Observing System (EOS) satellites. Read more...
More about Space, Nasa, Weather, Tornado, and Us World
The High-Tech Immigration Debate: Everything You Need to Know

Technology companies' public policy project of the year has been their fight for changes to the United States'
immigration systemFacebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg wrote an op-ed about immigration reform and set up a
political group to advocate for the cause. AOL founder Steve Case made the Sunday talk show rounds to

Mashable
publicize the issue, and a myriad of top technology companies — Mashable included — are joining a virtual
pro-reform march on Wednesday.
At first, some tried to separate the high-skilled immigration issue from the debate over the approximately 11
million people living in the U.S. illegally. Now, Congress embedded the future of high-tech immigration
reform in its larger comprehensive immigration reform plan, which is currently up for debate in the Senate. Read
more...
More about Congress, Immigration, Us World, Politics, and Us
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